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EXT. HEAVEN

Dazzling silver clouds come into view, their magnificent

shine visible from a distance. We move past the clouds and

into the distance we see an enormous structure floating on

clouds. We zoom in to reveal a golden castle, radiant, It’s

yellow glow casting rays through the clouds, a castle too

big to describe with words. This is heaven. The real heaven.

The faint sound of angels singing beautifully hits our ears,

getting louder as we get closer and closer. A huge golden

gate comes into view, stretching into the distance beyond

where the eye can see, stretching into the clouds above. The

gate slowly opens.

We move into the castle, an indescribable sight. People, or

are they angels, dressed in dazzling white, wings on their

backs move around, talking, laughing, others holding hands,

others in groups engaging in what looks like a heated

debate. We move past them, along the golden pavements

towards a building at the far end of a street, it’s a

tavern.

INT. THE TAVERN

We move through the door and stop. A giant table sits

squarely in the middle, dozens of giant chairs all around

it. Giant beings drinking, laughing, playing cards, having a

good time. These giant beings are the Gods of the world,

each from every religion known to man. This tavern is where

they come to unwind after a day’s work of tending to human

beings.

Dressed in pure white clothes and holding cards in his hands

is JEHOVAH, his face is invisible, hidden behind a blinding

bright light. Sitting next to him on his right is his twin

brother, ALLAH, in golden robes. He is hiding his cards

under the table, a look of apprehension on his face. Next to

him is LORD SHIVA, dressed in yellow garbs, ornaments

adorning his body from head to toe. Next to him is ZEUS,

dressed in a warrior’s attire, a huge sword sheathed at his

waist, a huge beard hanging from his face. Next to him sits

ODIN and his son THOR, dressed like warriors too, Thor’s

hammer resting at his feet. Then comes OSIRIS and RA. Both

in black clothes and wearing heavy make up. A couple of

other Gods fill the remaining seats.

ZEUS

(pushing all his chips to the

center of the table)

I am all in
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ALLAH

Here we go again, blind confidence,

You never learn, do you?

ODIN

I prefer his blind confidence than

your cowardice, you have been

hiding your cards under the table

like a scared little mouse. You

think someone will peep at them? I

am all in too

ALLAH

It’s not cowardice, it’s called

strategy, something an unrefined

muscle head like you will never

know

SHIVA

You guys talk too much, It’s like a

hair salon in here, but instead of

burnt hair it smells of beer and

sweat

ZEUS

(Mimicking Shiva,Imitating his

neck movements)

"You guys talk too much".....We all

know you don’t like talking because

it gives you neck pains

Laughter all around

SHIVA

ha ha! Very funny, you know you

should have become a stand-up

comedian, maybe the Greek people

would still be remembering your

name, people love jokes and you are

one

Zeus suddenly rises up, his hand on the hilt of his sword.

Shiva matches him, they stare at each other fiercely for

some seconds

ZEUS

You’d better watch that mouth now

you little cow

ALLAH

Guys Guys, It is just a game of

cards, simple harmless cards. Can

we please get along for once.
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The two slowly sit down, still glaring at each other

ZEUS

This little new-school gods have no

respect for us OGs

ODIN

You can tell me all about it, just

because they are popular now they

think they can Lord over us

Without warning Jehova spreads his cards on the table,

everyone on the table starts groaning in pain the

moment they see the cards. They all drop theirs on the

table, cursing

ZEUS

Come on! Not again!!

ODIN

(banging the table, lightning

sparks fly about)

He is a cheat!

ALLAH

For a moment there I thought today

I would pull off a miracle and

snatch it from you, I guess I still

have a long way to go. I will get

you next time

JEHOVA

(pulling all the chips to

himself)

I look forward to that brother, I

don’t mind a good challenge once in

a while

ODIN

You are a cheat! How can one person

win every time. This is not fair

THOR

Calm down Paps

SHIVA

Don’t be a sore loser Odin. He is

smarter than most of us in here,

accept that

ODIN

Smart my ass, He is a cheat and I

will expose him one day, You hear

me Jehova?!
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JEHOVA

Odin Odin Odin, you need to relax,

anger is bad for your heart old

man....How about I buy you all

another round, how does that sound?

The rest cheer as more drinks are brought to their table.

Odin grudgingly sits down, unable to storm away and leave

free beer behind. Jehova looks at him and smiles. They turn

to talking

JEHOVA

I have had a long day today, my

body is aching all over, you will

not believe the amount of prayers

I’ve had to deal with today

ZEUS

Lucky you, you still have people

below who pray to you, I don’t get

any more prayers. No one even

mentions my name. I spend all day

watching tourists desecrate my

temples with their little

cameras...and it’s all your fault

Jehova

JEHOVA

How in my name is that my fault?

What did I do?

ZEUS

It is because of that little stunt

that you and your son pulled off

2000 years ago that made me lose

all my worshipers

JEHOVA

What stunt?

ZEUS

The one you pulled on that little

wooden cross in Calvary, don’t act

dumb with me

JEHOVA

Oooh, You are still going on about

that? You got too comfortable and

that’s what did you in, not me

ALLAH

Speaking of your son, how is he?
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JEHOVA

Jesus? He is doing good, still

amassing followers below

ALLAH

You must be proud. I wish I had a

son like him

JEHOVA

Come on brother, stop acting all

modest, your disciple Muhammad did

a good job down there too, he gave

Jesus a run for his money

OSIRIS

You two are weird

JEHOVA

Us?

ALLAH

Why?

OSIRIS

I mean you are twin brothers with

different followers down below,

followers who have been

slaughtering each other for years

over you two, but you always act

like it’s nothing big

JEHOVA

First of all there is nothing weird

about two brothers being close

despite them having different views

on things.

Secondly If you are talking about

the crusades that was a long time

ago and it’s water under the bridge

RA

They are still fighting each other

to this day, the 2 of you are the

most popular Gods in the human

world right now, all we are saying

is you should at least do something

about the fighting or soon the

world will have no humans left for

any of us here
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THOR

(taking a sip of his beer)

I think they enjoy it, It’s

something many brothers do,

competing with each other to see

who is the better one, I do it all

the time with Loki, only that we

don’t use humans.

ALLAH

Can we please change the subject,

please

SHIVA

Have you guys noticed we don’t get

as much sacrifices these days as we

used to?

They all nod in agreement

OSIRIS

I think it has something to do with

overpopulation, they can’t afford

to waste food on sacrifices anymore

ODIN

They are just selfish, those

ungrateful beings

ALLAH

I wouldn’t even want a sacrifice

from them, the last thing I want is

to have a GMO cow roasted in my

name, no offense Shiva

SHIVA

None taken

JEHOVA

Now that you mention it I can’t

even remember the last time someone

below sacrificed something in my

name, they really have have grown

stingy

ODIN

Maybe it’s time for another

population control, just saying

ZEUS

Another flood would be nice
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RA

Or a great fire

ALLAH

No. Not again.

SHIVA

Odin has a point there you know,

Besides have you seen what they

have done to that beautiful place

down there?

RA

They have properly trashed earth

beyond repair. I don’t know where

they are getting these destructive

ideas from

ZEUS

Probably from Lucifer, another of

Jehova’s precious sons

JEHOVA

Don’t go there Zeus

OSIRIS

Back in my days Egypt was a

beautiful place, green and fertile,

now it has been reduced to nothing

but a desert, the great Nile is now

black slime

ZEUS

My Greece is now crumbling under

debts, It’s hard to imagine that it

was my greatest pride once, that’s

what they get for abandoning me.

Serves them right

ALLAH

Not to mention the scoundrels

calling themselves ISIS who are

butchering people in my name, how

did it get to this?

THOR

That is not even the worst of it,

the other day the donkeys in the

west just elected Trump as their

president
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ALLAH

(chokes)

Wait, What!!

JEHOVA

You didn’t know?

ODIN

Who is Trump?

JEHOVA

You don’t wanna know, trust me

RA

Why, Was he an accident?

JEHOVA

You could say that, more or less

OSIRIS

What did you do?

JEHOVA

Well, while I was making him I

became a little distracted and

accidentally sealed his skull

before placing a brain inside

ZEUS

Oooh shit! And you allowed him to

go?

JEHOVA

Well I didn’t see the harm in

letting loose a single retard on

earth, I just didn’t know he would

end up getting elected as

president, I guess I overestimated

the donkeys from west

ALLAH

This is really really bad, if he is

the president of that place then

that means my people are about to

be persecuted, I think it’s time

for another Jihad

SHIVA

War, War and more War, that is all

you ever think about, no wonder the

people below love it, they are just

trying to become like their

almighty gods
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ALLAH

Then what will you have me do?

SHIVA

Anything but war....try singing or

dancing or talking. Anything but

war.

RA

You need to cut down on Bollywood

movies Shiva

SHIVA

What, they are nice

RA

I know!! Have you watched that

latest one by Akshay Kumar?

SHIVA

(screaming in delight)

Not yet! I am waiting for the Blue

Ray copy.

RA

I cannot wait!

The others stop talking and look at the two with questioning

eyes.

JEHOVA

(to Allah)

Don’t start another Jihad brother,

times have changed. Humans have

developed dangerous weapons, if

they were to use it in a war

against each other the whole world

would be destroyed, don’t give them

a reason to

ALLAH

But I can’t just sit back and watch

my people get smacked around like

dolls

JEHOVA

(a grim look on his face, the

look of someone remembering

something from the past)

It will pass, If you interfere it

would make things worse, don’t

repeat the same mistake I made in

1945, please
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ALLAH

Okay brother, I hear you

ODIN

What happened in 1945?

ZEUS

Dude, which hole have you been

living in?

INT. THE HAIR SALON

Shafts of golden rays fill the room through the huge glass

roof. Scores of angels float around, busy attending to their

clients who are comfortably seated, conversing. APHRODITE

has her head sticking into the hair dryer, she is holding a

fashion magazine, flipping the pages slowly. On the next

chair is ISIS, two angels hover her head each holding a blow

dryer, slowly working her long hair into a glamorous tuft.

Next to her is MARY, holding a rosary, her legs getting

scrubbed gently as she silently chants a prayer. On the

other side is ATHENA getting her hair braided. Next to her

is ARTEMIS among a couple of other goddesses

ISIS

I think he is seeing someone else

APHRODITE

Who, Osiris? Why do you think that?

ISIS

He has become withdrawn lately, he

doesn’t talk that much like he used

to

APHRODITE

Maybe he is just stressed a little,

you shouldn’t jump to conclusions

like that, have you tried talking

to him?

ISIS

No, not yet. He is like a closed

book, I can’t find an opening to

start that kind of conversation

APHRODITE

Then you have nothing to worry

about, just find the right time and

talk to him, I am sure the reason

for his silence is anything but

what you are thinking of
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ATHENA

Aphrodite the counselor, You should

just set up shop and become a full

blown psychiatrist, you would rake

in money

APHRODITE

Knock it off, I just don’t like

seeing lovers getting into

quarrels..how about you, when are

the wedding bells ringing?

ATHENA

That is never going to happen and

you know it

APHRODITE

Still single after all these years,

who hurt you?

ATHENA

Men are scum

ARTEMIS

(fist bumps Athena)

Say no more sister, say no more

MARY

Why would you lump all of them into

one group like that over the

mistakes of the few bad ones that

you decided to let into your life?

Don’t you think that is a little

unreasonable

ATHENA

Okay this was not a debate, can we

talk about something else please.

Thank you

ARTEMIS

So how do you do it?

MARY

(puzzled look on her face)

Do what?

ARTEMIS

Stay married to the 2?

APHRODITE

Seriously Artemis, what kind of a

question is that
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ARTEMIS

What, I am just curious....so how

do you do it? Do they get jealous?

MARY

I am only married to one and no

they don’t get jealous, what

happened happened, I had no control

over anything, things worked out

good in the end and that’s that

APHRODITE

(genuine adoration in her

eyes)

You know Mary I don’t know if I

have ever told you this but you are

the most amazing goddess I have

ever seen

MARY

Thank you sister

ARTEMIS

So did you like have other kids?

APHRODITE

Artemis!

MARY

hahaha aren’t you a curious one, it

is alright Aphrodite....Yes I did

get to have other kids later on

ARTEMIS

With Joseph or Jehova?

MARY

With Joseph of course, my fling

with Jehova was a one time thing

that was borne out of necessity, to

fulfill some old prophecy, nothing

more than that, my heart has always

belonged to Joseph, He has been my

day one.

ARTEMIS

But you still are in talking terms,

you and Jehova. Yes?

MARY

Of course, why wouldn’t we
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APHRODITE

Okay you cat, enough with the

questions now.

ARTEMIS

(hands in the air in

surrender)

Jeez, are you like her lawyer or

something. I will stop then.

ATHENA

What about you Aphrodite, any man

in your life at the moment? I heard

rumors that you and Zeus were back

to being an item, did I hear wrong

APHRODITE

You definitely heard wrong, Zeus

and I have never been a couple and

will never be. Besides he is not my

type

ISIS

So what’s your type?

APHRODITE

That’s my secret, and I plan to

take it to the grave.

ARTEMIS

What grave, we are immortals

APHRODITE

That was a metaphor

MARY

I will keep you in my prayers

Aphrodite, one day you will find

someone who will complete you

APHRODITE

Thank you so much Mary, you are too

kind

ARTEMIS

By the way Mary, what’s your deal

with praying, I heard the humans

down there pray to you, so who are

you praying to exactly?

MARY

To a higher power, where my

strength comes from
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ARTEMIS

You mean to your ex

APHRODITE

ARTEMIS!!

INT. AN OFFICE - MONDAY MORNING

Jehova sits behind a magnificent golden desk hunched over

it, tired. there is a shelf of books on one side of the

office that cover the whole wall from the floor to the

ceiling.

There is a knock on the door

JEHOVA

(sitting upright)

Yes Come in

An angel walks in, drapped in golden robes, massive wings on

his back. He is holding a file

ANGEL GABRIEL

Good morning Sir

JEHOVA

Good morning Gabriel, is that what

I think it is?

ANGEL GABRIEL

(wincing)

Unfortunately it is sir, you look

tired, long Sunday?

JEHOVA

You don’t wanna know, keeping up

with all the praising and

worshiping was no joke. So what do

I have today

ANGEL GABRIEL

(Flipping the folder open)

Well you have some judgment to pass

out on 2,567,987 sinful souls at

10am. Then you have 67,987,653

pending prayers in your inbox that

need your urgent attention.

Afterwards you are to have tea with

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
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JEHOVA

That’s today?

ANGEL GABRIEL

Yes sir.

JEHOVA

Push it to next week please

ANGEL GABRIEL

I am afraid that is not possible

sir, you have already pushed it 3

times and the three have started to

ask questions about it

JEHOVA

(corks his hand like a gun and

mimics shooting himself in the

mouth)

I hate Mondays, I should have made

it another resting day...Okay what

else

ANGEL GABRIEL

Then there is the very serious

matter involving Israel, they keep

attacking Palestine without

provocation, your intervention on

this matter is of utmost urgency.

Then lastly there are some new

gospel songs that have been

released for you that need your ear

too.

JEHOVA

(In a stress ridden voice)

Are those new gospel songs by any

chance from Kenya?

ANGEL GABRIEL

Unfortunately yes, 3 of them are in

fact by Jimmy Gait. I am really

sorry sir, as terrible as he is he

does sing from his heart Sir

JEHOVA

(head in his hands)

I wish that heart would just stop,

God forbid...Okay I will deal with

all of that. Thank you
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ANGEL GABRIEL

You are welcome sir. Have a good

day

Gabriel starts walking towards the door

JEHOVA

Wait...Uhm...Has your elder brother

sent any word or said anything to

you?

ANGEL GABRIEL

(turning around)

No sir, he hasn’t communicated with

me or anyone as far as I know. Do

you need me to summon him for you?

JEHOVA

No No, It’s fine. Don’t mind it.

Have a good day too.

ANGEL GABRIEL

Thank you sir.

Angel Gabriel exits. Jehova let’s out a long heavy sigh. He

opens the lower drawer of his desk and takes out a framed

picture. A picture of him standing next to a smiling Lucifer

in his graduation gown. He quickly tosses the picture back

into the drawer and slams it shut.


